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QUESTION 1

DreamHouse Realty is rethinking its sandbox utilization strategy after acquiring Cloud Kicks. The Salesforce COE
already utilizes a partial and a full sandbox, which it refreshes on their own regular schedules. Teams are expanding
and have to begin each of their small projects in a sandbox before committing to the larger pool for collaborative testing
while still keeping costs down. 

What type of sandbox should each team member use? 

A. Partial sandbox 

B. Full sandbox 

C. Developer sandbox 

D. Developer pro sandbox 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.salesforceben.com/salesforce-sandbox/ 

 

QUESTION 2

A manager wants to embed charts into his accounts object in one-page layout. 

How many charts can you embed for him? 

A. 3 

B. 2 

C. 4 

D. 1 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

All of the following are advantages of the Schema Builder except __________. 

A. All object and field relationship details are available from one screen. 

B. You can view fields and relationships for custom, but not standard objects. 

C. Schema Builder shows details like field values, required fields, and how objects are related. 

D. It\\'s easy to build objects and fields directly from the Schema Builder, allowing you to visualize and change
relationships with ease. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Universal Containers is rolling out a new customer service process. Customer service managers will need to edit cases
for their subordinates, but not cases for other groups. Managers and users should be able to view all cases. What is the
recommended solution to configure this? Choose 2 answers 

A. Create standard role hierarchies 

B. Set organization-wide sharing defaults to public read/only. 

C. Create criteria-based sharing rules. 

D. Set organization-wide sharing defaults to private. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers has a custom assessment object used by three divisions. Each division wants to track different
information on the assessments, including different values for the status picklist. Division managers do not want their
teams to be able to create another division\\'s assessment. How can this be accomplished? 

A. Create additional custom assessment objects, one for each division, to track their assessments so information can be
tracked separately. Use profiles to restrict access to the three custom objects. 

B. Create separate assessment record types for each division and use them to limit picklist values. Create separate
page layouts for each record type and use profiles to restrict record type access. 

C. Create three page layouts to determine the fields and picklist values for each user based on the division indicated on
their user record. Use field-level security to restrict access to each division\\'s fields. 

D. Create a separate page layout for each division and assign them profiles. Use the profile setting to configure each
division\\'s custom field list and picklist values for assessments 

Correct Answer: B 
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